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Down a different path my knowing guide leads me,
Out of the still air and into the trembling.

-Dante's Inferno, 5th Canto

 

Ruth Meyer Elcott (z”l), my wife’s grandmother—Ima Ruth to us—was born in
Krefeld, Germany, in 1921 and died in Los Angeles at the very beginning of
Shabbat Tu B’shvat, February 10, 2017. She was 95 years old. She died at
home, after hospice, surrounded by her husband of 73 years and three
generations of their descendents. They sang her out of this life with repetitions
of Eishet Chayil, which her children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren had
sung to her—in person or on FaceTime—every Shabbat since her own mother
passed away 27 years before.
 
My wife described the days that Ima Ruth was in hospice as being like nothing
so much as labor: it comes at its own time, at its own pace, and, though the end
is certain, the path to get there is anything but. Those who surround you in
those moments are but doulas and partners to the main action, present to
bridge you over the valley and support you to make the transition that,
ultimately, only you can make. None of us remembers our own beginning, and,
while we can conceive of our own end, when it arrives, we’re no longer present
to contemplate it. For us, the analogy had a very personal connection: six years
ago, Ima Ruth and Abba Eddie, Talia’s grandfather, flew the red eye from Los
Angeles as our second daughter was being born, arriving at the birth center
direct from JFK to welcome Sela to the world.
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Both birth centers and hospice symbolize a defiant response to a century-long
effort in Western countries to sterilize and clinicalize these bookends of life. But
Jewish tradition, though not always comfortable with birth (perhaps an
opportunity for liturgists to reclaim birth as a profound ritual moment for the
mother, not just the baby), has enormous reservoirs of wisdom around death.
 
The encounter with the physical materiality of life, the visceral messiness of
mortality, instead of being dehumanizing is, in fact, profoundly humanizing. We
don’t stand at a safe remove from death; we lift, we carry, we shovel. (Indeed,
at the burial, my brother-in-law’s Fitbit beeped as he stood, shovel in hand. He
looked up: “Looks like I’ve completed my activity for the day.”) Though
traditional Jewish practice bars the kohen, the priest, from any contact with the
dead, that seems less an elevation of her or his sanctity than a cost of it.
 
The final acts of love toward one who has died are physical and mirror the ways
we care for our newborns: Judaism directs us to wash the body, to wrap it in
cloth, to stand vigil over it like a parent standing watchful guard over a newborn
asleep in a crib, to cover it, at the end, in its final blanket of earth. Only with a
baby, as Tina Fey brilliantly observed, we hope that, one day, our thankless
service might perhaps be met with at least a measure of gratitude. But with
those who are dying, there is no possibility of recompense. And as such, there
is no commandment, no giving, purer than the final acts of caring for the dying.
Chesed shel emet, true grace, the acts of caring for those who are dying and
have died, are gifts above reproach, for there can be nothing selfish in them. If
we are lucky, then what pulses through us as we wash and clothe and blanket
our loved ones a final time is the knowledge that the body for which we are
caring once did those very things for us. The mitzvot of end of life compel us
into proximity with its enormity and demand that we be present with its
unfathomableness, its grief and its profundity.
 
After Ima Ruth’s death, Abba Eddie stood by her bed for a long time. The day
before, he lay with her in her hospital bed, in the living room of the house they
shared for more than 60 years, and spoke: “I’ve loved you since the day I was
born.” After that, he said almost nothing. Looking at her after her death, stroking
her arm, he said, “We did a beautiful thing today. It was very hard, but it was
worthwhile.”

http://thepapermama.com/2013/07/a-mothers-prayer-for-her-daughter/


Ima Ruth, Abba Eddie, and 18 great-grandchildren 

May her memory be for blessing.
 
Best,
Aaron



The current issue of Sh'ma Now, on The Forward website, explores the concepts of
chidush, innovation/creative interpretation.  Come for the chicken stories, stay for the

insights from our own Aaron Dorfman.

GIVING
 

In February, the foundation made a discretionary grant of $10,000 to T’ruah to help
support its sold out February 5-7 conference for clergy “No Time for Neutrality:
Rabbinic Convening.”  This convening, which happened over 3 days in NYC,
combined practical skills as well as spiritual practice and sustenance, Jewish
learning, and discussion of how to engage younger clergy and students in mobilizing
Jewish voices for justice.  The convening’s name comes from Rabbi Abraham
Joshua Heschel’s historic statement that “This is no time for neutrality.  We Jews
cannot remain aloof or indifferent.  We, too, are either ministers of the sacred or
slaves of evil.”  

Throughout the upcoming year, the foundation will be looking for small opportunities
to assist organizations with programs that respond to the current political moment
through the lens of Jewish wisdom.

If you're interested in learning more about T'ruah's recent convening, check out:

T’ruah’s convening schedule at http://www.truah.org/events/no-time-for-
neutrality-rabbinic-convening/ 
Media coverage of the accompanying rabbinic action
at http://www.truah.org/coverage/
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Will you be at the Jewish Funders Network International Conference this month in
Atlanta?  We'd love to see you at the session we've been organizing with our

colleagues at Jim Joseph Foundation and Jacob and Hilda Blaustein Foundation:
Jewish Wisdom for the Current Moment. Learn more and sign up here.

LEARNING
 
When the six winners and runners-up for the inaugural Lippman Kanfer Prize for
Applied Jewish Wisdom were chosen last fall by a distinguished panel of judges,
three of the six, including the winner in the local/regional program category, came
from the sector of Jewish activity that has come to be known as JOFEE:  Jewish
Outdoor, Food/farming, and Environmental Education.  This was a striking result, but
perhaps not as surprising as it might seem initially.  Of the 200 plus semifinalists for
the Prize, twenty could be characterized as JOFEE-related programs.  Among these
twenty were some of the most creative in bringing Jewish wisdom to life in ways that
speak powerfully to Jews today.

We decided that it made sense to drill down a bit into what makes JOFEE a
particularly noteworthy area today when it comes to applying Jewish wisdom.  What
wisdom do these programs seek to transmit and how are they able to do so
effectively?  Here are some findings from a longer case study now being prepared for
publication:
 
What wisdom do JOFEE programs use in their work?
Many of the concepts and values cited most frequently would be expected from
programs focusing on nature and human activity designed to honor and respect it:

Shomrei adamah (being guardians of the earth)
L’ovdo ul’shomro (the command from Genesis “to work and preserve” the
earth)
Bal tashchit (the injunction: “Do not wastefully destroy”)
Tsa’ar ba’alei hayyim (taking care not to cause animals to suffer)
Ma’aser, pe’ah, and leket (agricultural laws that limit what one can harvest and

https://jfn2017.pathable.com/meetings/495478
http://jofee.org/


leave food for the poor)
Shabbat and sh’mitah (prescribing regular rest and renewal for both workers
and for the land itself)
K’vod habriyot (respect for all creatures)

These teachings around respect for nature and the quest for a more just and
sustainable world are the core of JOFEE’s Jewish wisdom.  But, other Jewish values,
teachings, and practices were cited as well that expand the scope of what these
programs understand as the wisdom they embody and transmit to participants. 
Some examples:

Adamah: The Jewish Farming Fellowship run by Hazon begins each day with a
spiritual practice that it calls Avodat Halev (service of the heart), which can
incorporate traditional prayer, but also moving meditations, yoga, movement/dance,
art, and engaging with the outdoors in new ways.  Fellows also develop unique
rituals for holidays like Shavuot and Tisha B’av that connect these to current
concerns. 

B’naiture, Wilderness Torah’s Pre-teen Rite of Passage and Mentorship is
designed to embody the spirit of “lech l’cha,” go forth, the command given to Abram
and Sarai to start them on their journey from the familiar to the unknown, and to
enable participants to experience “hitbodedut,” spending time alone, both important
elements of growing toward young adulthood. 

L’chaim Cooking Club, a monthly cooking club in Akron, Ohio that preserves
treasured family recipes of Jewish women in the Holocaust uses the wisdom of
Zikaron (remembrance), L’dor vador (generation to generation), Kehillah (building
community), and G’vurah (courage) to create a unique multi-generational community
built around food that celebrates and keeps alive a vital part of the Jewish past in
danger of being lost.

How do the programs make this wisdom accessible and applicable to their
participants?
                 
Here, several factors are critical.  The first is that these teachings and practices are
embodied and enacted experientially in the programs.  JOFEE programs are in many
ways models of experiential learning – participants plant and harvest; distribute food,
cook, and eat; celebrate Shabbat and holidays; hike and camp out.  These activities
are purposive and explicitly tied to the values these programs espouse. 

A second critical factor in the effectiveness of JOFEE programs is the creation of
community.  The feeling of camaraderie and shared purpose that comes with working
together, celebrating together, or even just eating together strengthens participants’
commitment to the values that the programs espouse. 

https://hazon.org/adamah/adamah-fellowship-2/
http://wildernesstorah.org/programs/youth-programs/bnaiture/
http://lchaimcookingclub.com/index.html


A third factor cited by many is the seriousness with which the Jewish content itself is
treated.  “The success of Netiya is rooted in authentically celebrating, learning, and
honoring Jewish wisdom.”  Finally, this content is applied to issues of real importance
– both personal and social.  “Jewish wisdom gives us the tools and inspiration to
explore the universal issues that all young adults are facing today, within Jewish
community.” (Hazon, Adamah)  “Showcasing Jewish text and tradition with
contemporary relevance engages individuals in delving into both an exploration of
personal Jewish identity as well as communal priorities and practice.” (Boston Jewish
Food Conference)

Conclusion:  The development of the JOFEE movement demonstrates that Jewish
wisdom can and does speak to the contemporary world and to Jews of many
varieties who live in it.  When this wisdom is made available in ways that are serious,
relevant, engaging, and actionable it can enrich lives and in some cases even
transform them.  And if it cannot by itself change the world, it can, at the least, inspire
those who are committed to do so.

SHARING
Intrigued by all we've learned (see above) about our JOFEE semifinalists?  Visit
jofee.org - a beautiful website created as a field-building resource and platform for
this growing sector.

We were honored to see Ask Big Questions make the Highlights of the Year In
Review in the 2016 Hillel International Annual Report, for taking top prize in the
Lippman Kanfer Prize for Applied Jewish Wisdom.  Their work is a testament to the
power of Jewish Wisdom to guide people to live better lives and create a better
world.

BimBam's latest video (for kids or adults) is a great way to answer the question
"What is Kosher?"...in a way that invites further conversation and learning for a wide
range of ages.

In need of a retreat but can't take one because <insert reason here>?  What if you
could take one virtually?  Wellsprings of Wisdom is just such an experiment/gateway
- designed to offer a pause that will refresh your soul, re-enchant your world, and
renew your inner life.

Values and Voices is a series of letters expressing American Values through
Religious Voices, and Jewish Wisdom is well represented and applied, including

http://netiya.org/
https://hazon.org/adamah/adamah-fellowship-2/
https://www.beantownjewishgardens.org/programs/boston-jewish-food-conference/
http://jofee.org/?mc_cid=3fb1c98c96&mc_eid=a9697c0c13
http://www.askbigquestions.org/
http://www.hillel.org/docs/default-source/annual-reports/2016-annual-report.pdf?sfvrsn=0
https://www.bimbam.com/kosher/?utm_source=mailchimp&utm_medium=organic&utm_source=BimBam+Mailing+List&utm_campaign=967ec8561e-Holiday_Blast_2016&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c22949c1b5-967ec8561e-392833029&mc_cid=967ec8561e&mc_eid=9e7ab9389f
http://wellspringsofwisdom.com/


Tamara Cohn Eskenazi and Marc Z. Brettler.

Recommended for your resource library: Amplifier's guide to Deepening your
Conversations with Jewish Stories.  Try it out!

 
What else should we be sharing?  

Click here to send us your recommendations!
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